HT Launches New Weekend Supplement In Mumbai –
ht48hours
Mumbai – 19th June, 2015

‘ht48hours’ is the new weekend lifestyle supplement which will be distributed free along with
Hindustan Times in select areas in Mumbai. This supplement will come out every Friday & Saturday
with the launch edition out today.
‘ht48hours’, the new weekend read, has been specially curated for Mumbaikars so they can get the
best of 48 hours to delve deep into the most interesting weekend activities from art, theatre, travel,
shopping, offers at spas and salons, weekend brunches and everything else that is happening in the
city.
The cover stories, every week, will take an in‐depth look at lifestyle activities, or an event, or a new
trend which everyone is talking about, with the help of innovative design and fun elements.
This supplement will cover various categories including the latest happenings in the tech world,
with reviews of the latest gadgets, and apps, latest trends in food with innovative recipes from well‐
known chefs and all the latest happenings in Music, Dance, Stand‐up Comedy, Theatre, Art and
Fashion.
It will be complete with an ‘Insider's Guide’ to hidden secrets at famous establishments and
neighborhoods; coming from experts.
Talking about this new supplement, Nitin Chaudhry, Business Head – Hindustan Times, Mumbai
said, “At HT Mumbai our endeavours have always been to provide our readers of this fast paced
city, with more than just news and ‘ht48hours’ is a step ahead in that direction. This supplement
will be a definitive weekend fix for our readers and will make their weekend unwinding even more
exciting!”
For further information please contact:
Brinda Kumar –
brinda.kumar@hindustantimes.com ; +919971944069
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